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Abstract.WLANs are currently being considered for use in the context of a
larger geographical area such as a city or a campus due to their convenience,
cost efficiency, and ease of integration with other networks. Due to support
large numbers of portable devices and their dynamic relocation, wide WLANs
must face problems of location management and network resource allocation. In
order to solve these challenges, future mobility information of all mobile users
in the network is required to accurate estimation of network resource demands
at future time toward more efficient network resource management. Therefore,
mobility prediction has played a crucial role in the resource management of
wide WLANs and it has attracted recently a great deal of research interests.
However, since most of the current approaches are based on personal movement
profile for predicting the next location of mobile users, these techniques may
fail to make a prediction for new users or ones with movements on novel paths.
In this paper, we propose a prediction model which is based on group mobility
behaviors to deal with such the lack of information of individual movement
histories. Our proposed prediction approach makes use of clustering techniques
in data mining to classify mobility patterns of users into groups. Experiments
will be performed to demonstrate that using group mobility behaviors may
significantly enhance the accuracy of the mobility prediction.
Keywords: movement group, mobility pattern, mobile user, prediction,
wireless network

1 Introduction
WLANs may allow users access Internet applications from where they want and still
remain connected to the Internet whilst on the move, using smart phones, iPads,
iPods, tablets, laptops and other portable devices, they are no longer limited by the
length of the cable. Due to their convenience, cost efficiency, and ease of integration
with other networks, WLANs are growing fast. WLANs have often deployed to
variety of limited coverage areas, such as coffee shops, buildings, etc before. But
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now, its coverage area is extended across a larger geographical area such as a city or a
campus and called wide WLAN. In fact, some cities such as New York and London
have started to offer wide WLANs to enable people access the Internet even outside
their normal work environment, for example when they ride the train home. Some
colleges and universities have also deployed campus-wide WLANs to open higherlearning environments with many educational facilities and enable both students and
faculty use portable communication devices as learning and teaching tools. The
portable devices such as IP phones, smartphones, iPads, iPods and tablets are light
enough to walk-and-talk, so these users often leave their devices on most of the time
for accessing Internet applications, for example Voice over IP (VoIP) or realtime
multimedia data transmission, etc. Due to campus-wide WLANs provide wireless
availability not only in the classroom but also at every corner of the campus communal spaces, cafeterias, campus retail outlets, libraries, on-campus living
accommodation and also temporary or mobile study areas, these portable device users
may still remain connect to the Internet during they moving around the campus. For
example, Dartmouth College has about 550 APs providing 11 Mbps 802.11b coverage
to the entire campus of about 190 buildings, including all administrative, academic,
and residential buildings, and most athletic facilities [1]. Dartmouth College has about
5,500 students, 4,200 undergraduate students and 1,215 full-time professors. Most of
the undergraduate students live on campus and use wireless devices on most of the
time. That mean, there are a large numbers of mobile and wireless users active in any
given day, about 3,500 users in 2003.
Due to support large numbers of portable devices and their dynamic relocation,
wide WLANs must face problems of location management and network resource
allocation. In reality, whenever a mobile user moves from one cell to another, called
handover or handoff, the network resources must be reallocated for his device at the
new cell to continue the service. The required network resources are not available or
not sufficient in the new cell force the network to terminate service to the user.
Dropping a service in progress is considered to have a more negative impact from the
user’s perspective than blocking a newly requested service, thus handoff services are
normally assigned higher priority over the new services. This requires future mobility
information of all mobile users in the network to accurate estimation of network
resource demands at future time. Therefore, mobility prediction has received a great
deal of attention of research community [2- 10] to provide useful mobility information
for reserving resources in such cells where the users are likely to be in toward more
efficient network resource management.
Among the proposed approaches, data mining has been widely used for mobility
prediction based on the past mobility behaviors of WLAN users. Because mobility
history hides useful knowledge patterns that describe typical behavior of mobile
users, many approaches [2-4, 9- 10] make use of such mined knowledge patterns,
which are represented in the form of mobility rules, to predict future movement of
mobile users. Although these current studies are effective in predicting next cells for
majority of mobile users, most of them are only based on individual mobility
behaviors that cause false prediction for new users or ones with movements on novel
paths due to the lack of information on personal movement profile.
Unlike most previous approaches [2-4, 9- 10], which have utilized personal profile
to predict the next locations visited by a mobile user, our premise is that applying
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group mobility behaviors to facilitate the predicting in the case of new users or ones
with movements on novel paths. In reality, even though human movement and
mobility patterns have a high degree of freedom and variation, they also exhibit
mobility behaviors in groups due to geographic, social and friendship constraints [11,
12]. For instance, mobile users in a university campus network can be categorized as
students, graduate students, departmental staffs, lecturers and so on. Students often
move to classrooms, laboratories, library, etc whereas departmental staffs spend most
of the day near the administrative offices. In order to fully exploit the similar
movement characteristics, it is crucial to determine the movement groups, where the
mobile users belong to the same group have the same mobility behaviors. In other
words, the group mobility behavior reflects the fact that mobile users often behave as
groups. Discovering such group mobility behaviors is a key issue for predicting future
movement of a new user based on the mobility behaviors of members in a group.
In this paper, we propose a four-phase mobility prediction technique which is able
to deal with the lack of information on personal profile. We first make use of data
mining techniques to discover frequent mobility patterns from histories of all users in
the network. The second phase is to cluster discovered mobility patterns into
movement groups. The third phase determines which group the user’s current path
belongs to. And the last makes use of mobility rules derived from that group to
predict the next location for the user. The efficacy of the proposed approach is
verified on the synthetic dataset and experimental results show that the group mobility
behavior may significantly enhance the accuracy of mobility prediction.
The remainder of this paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 describes a typical
wide WLAN architecture and the mobility model in this network. In Section 3, a
novel model of mobility prediction based on the group mobility behavior is
investigated and proposed. Section 4 is devoted to describing experiments and results
for evaluating the proposed mobility prediction approach. Finally, Section 5 draws
concluding remarks and further research work.

2 Modeling Mobility in Wide Wireless Local Area Network
In a typical wide WLAN, such as a academic campus WLAN or a city WLAN, the
radio coverage region is partitioned into many potentially overlapping cells. Each cell
is covered by a wireless access point (AP) which is base station (BS) for the wireless
network. APs transmit and receive radio frequencies for wireless devices such as
laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), iPads, iPods, tablets, IP phones or other
smartphones to communicate with. All APs in the same building are connected
through a switch, called Access Controller (AC), which is used to control all the APs
in the building for performing their jobs. Every building’s AC is wired to the campus
back-bone network which is managed by some servers [1]. Figure 1 shows a typical
wide WLAN architecture.
It is assumed that the radio coverage region is presented by a hexagonal shaped
network as in Figure 2. Each hexagon is a cell which is served by a AP in the
communication space. The mobile users can travel around the coverage region. In
order to illustrate the mobility model of WLAN users, we use an unweighted directed
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graph G = (V, E), where the vertex-set V is the set of cells in the coverage region and
the edge-set E represent the adjacence between pairs of cells. These bidirected edges
illustrate the fact that WLAN users may move from one cell to another directly and
vice versa.

Fig. 1. A typical campus-wide WLAN architecture

Fig. 2. The coverage region (a) and corresponding graph G (b)

In this paper, we focus on WLAN users who use portable devices such as IP
phones, smartphones, iPads, iPods or tablets. This is because that these users leave
their devices, which are light enough to walk-and-talk, on most of the time. That
means, they show a more mobile characteristic while connected to the network than
WLAN users who use laptops or other heavy devices. On the other hand, such
portable device users not only connect to the Internet but also use various services
such as VoIP and realtime multimedia data transmission, e.g., streaming audio and
video. Hence, they may frequently change their associated APs for network access,
depending on their locations. Every time a wireless user roams from one AP to
another, a syslog message is recorded thereby it is possible to collect sequences of
associated APs for each WLAN user. That means, the handoff history of all WLAN
users is maintained in the network. The main purpose of this paper is studying WLAN
users’ handoff history for mobility prediction which has played a crucial role in the
resource network management. The following is the formalization for mobility
patterns of WLAN users.
Let c be the ID number of the cell to which the mobile user connected at a
predefined timestamp t, a point is defined as follows:
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Definition 1. Let C and T be two sets of ID cells and timestamps, respectively. The
ordered pairs p = (c, t), in which c Î C and t Î T, is called a point. Denote P to be
the set of all points P = C × T = {(c, t) | c Î C and t Î T}.
Two point pi = (ci, ti) and pj = (cj, tj) are said to be equivalent if and only if ci = cj and
ti = tj. Point pi = (ci, ti) is defined to be earlier than point pj = (cj, tj) if and only if ti < tj,
and it is denoted as (ci, ti) < (cj, tj) or pi < pj.
Definition 2. The trajectory of the mobile user is defined as a finite sequence of points
<p1, p2,…, pk> in C × T space, where pj = (cj, tj) are points for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and ID
cells of two consecutive points must be neighbors in the coverage region. A trajectory
composed of k elements is denoted as a k-pattern.
Note that the ascending order of a mobility pattern’s points is sorted by t. For
example <(c1, t1), (c2, t2), (c3, t3), (c4, t4)> is a 4-pattern, where t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 ≤ t4.

3 Mobility Prediction Based on Group Mobility Behaviors
3.1

Discovering Frequent Mobility Patterns

Even though human movements have a high degree of freedom, no one move
randomly all day and every user’s movement is based on some regular habits. It’s
easy to see that the mobility prediction can only work well with regular movements
and its accuracy degrades with increasing random movements. Therefore, random
movements should be eliminated from the trajectory database as much as possible.
This phase takes responsibility for mining frequent mobility patterns (or mobility
patterns for short) from trajectory databases of all mobile users in the coverage region.
The algorithm for discovering all mobility patterns is the modified version of the
Apriori technique [13, 14]. We have used spatial and temporal constraints to reduce
the number of generated candidates. That is, the mobility pattern and the candidate
derived from it must satisfy the neighbor constraint and ascending time constraint.
The detail of the mining algorithm has been presented in our previous work [10].
3.2

Clustering Mobility Patterns into groups

Our purpose in this work is to discover group mobility behaviors of a population of
mobile users for predicting future movement of individuals, who are new users or
ones with movements on novel paths. To get such group information of mobility
behaviors, we first collect frequent mobility patterns which are discovered from
histories of all mobile users and then classify them into groups of similar behaviors.
The subsection presents briefly our proposed dissimilarity measure [15], which is the
basis for constructing the clustering procedure to identify groups of similar mobility
patterns.
Suppose that given two mobility patterns Pa = <(ca1, ta1), (ca2, ta2), …, (can, tan)> and
Pb = <(cb1, tb1), (cb2, tb2), …, (cbm, tbm)>.
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Definition 3. Let f: S ´ S ® R be a function representing the number of uncommon
cells in two mobility patterns Pa and Pb. Then, f is determined by the formula:
(1)
f ( Pa , Pb ) = card ({cai | cai Ï Pb }) + card ({cbi | cbi Ï Pa })
The spatial dissimilarity measure can be defined in terms of spatial dissimilarity
between two mobility patterns. The more uncommon cells there are in two patterns,
the more spatially dissimilar they are.
Definition 4. The spatial dissimilarity measure Dspace(Pa, Pb) between two mobility
patterns Pa and Pb with length n and m, respectively, is defined as follows:
(2)
f ( Pa , Pb )
n+m
For determining the temporal dissimilarity between the two mobility patterns, we
need to calculate the total of temporal difference between the timestamps of the
common cells in two patterns. The smaller the total time difference is, the less
temporally dissimilar the two patterns are:

Dspace( Pa , Pb ) =

Definition 5. The temporal dissimilarity measure Dtime(Pa, Pb) between two patterns
Pa and Pb with length n and m, respectively, is given by
(3)
t -t

Dtime (Pa , Pb ) =

1 n, m
ai
bj
where cai = cbj
å
k i =1, j =1 max (tai , tbj )

where k is the number of common cells of Pa and Pb.
In order to fully exploit the characteristics of mobility patterns, it is crucial for
weighted combination of two dissimilarity measures on space and time.
Definition 6. The composition dissimilarity measure between two patterns Pa and Pb
is given by
(P , P ) + W .D (P , P ) (4)
D(P , P ) = W
.D
a

b

space

space

a

b

time

time

a

b

in which Wspace and Wtime are respectively weights of spatial and temporal
dissimilarity measures, such that Wspace + Wtime = 1.
The purpose of this phase is to classify the set of mobility patterns into groups such
that patterns within the same group have a high degree of similarity, whereas patterns
belong to different groups have a high degree of dissimilarity. We extend the
traditional k-means approach to partition the set of mobility patterns into k clusters in
order to take its advantages of simplicity and computational speed [16-19]. Our
alternative clustering algorithm focuses on applying our proposed dissimilarity
measures for finding cluster centers and assigning mobility patterns to clusters. After
initialization for k cluster centers, each pattern in the set of mobility patterns is
assigned to the nearest cluster based on the proposed dissimilarity measure. Then, the
center of each cluster will be updated and further each mobility pattern will be
reassigned to the nearest cluster by also using our similarity measures. The processes
of center updating and pattern reassigning are repeated until no mobility pattern has
changed clusters via a test cycle of the whole set of mobility patterns.
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3.3

Determining the movement group of a path

The previous phase takes responsibility for discovering movement groups such that
mobile users in the same group have the same movement behaviors. Finding such
grouping information of mobile users, based on the similarity among their movement
behaviors, play a crucial role in predicting future movement to deal with the lack of
mobility behaviors of individuals. Hence, for predicting the future locations of a
mobile user, we first determine which movement group his current path belong to and
then using mobility rules derived from that group to forecast. Since each cluster of
mobility patterns is represented by a cluster center, the movement group of a current
path is the cluster such that the similarity between its center and the path is the largest.
Due to both cluster center and path are mobility patterns, the similarity between them
are also measured by Definition 6. The process of group determining is outlined as
follows:
1. Calculating the similarity between the current path P and each cluster center
Ci, D(P, Ci);
2. Choosing Ci such that D(P, Ci) is minimized;
3. Returning the cluster that is represented by Ci.
3.4

Using mobility rules in groups to predict future movement

Due to geographic and friendship constraints, human movements express similar
movement characteristics. It is clear that with good knowledge of groups to which a
mobile user belongs, we can derive common behaviors among objects during their
moving. Therefore, this phase focuses on discovering mobility rules from multiple
users whose mobility behaviors are similar to facilitate the predicting future
movement of a new user or with movements on novel paths.
In order to address the issue, this phase is first interested in generating a set of
mobility rules from the movement group which the current path belongs to. Each
generated rule has a confidence value and only rules which have confidence values
higher than the predefined confidence threshold confmin are selected for predicting
future locations of the current path. Then, we match the current path to the head of
rule and find the best matching using the time constraint.

4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1

Evaluating the Proposed Prediction Model

This section is devoted to studying how effective the proposed mobility prediction
approach is. We first mine the trajectory dataset DS500 which is produced by a
dataset generator into discover all mobility patterns which have support values higher
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than the predefined minimum support threshold. Second, all mobility patterns are
clustered into k groups and then generating mobility rules for each group of mobility
patterns. For evaluating, we use a test set TS10 which consists of 7 trajectories with
label 1, 2 trajectories with label 2 and 1 trajectories with label 3 from the dataset
DS500. The next location of each trajectory in T10 is predicted and the results are
used to calculate precision and recall. Varying k from 2 to 10 on 1 incremental steps,
we obtain experimental results as in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The effect of the generated number of clusters k on prediction accuracy

Figure 3 shows that the recall decreases slightly whereas precision is not affected
as the number of clusters k increases from 2 to 5. However, when k is larger than 5,
although the precision is still not affected, the recall is strong reduced. That is due to
that the probability of having some no-prediction cases becomes higher as k increases.
By considering the experimental result, the unchangeability of the precision values
as k increases implies that our clustering procedure is good. This is because that each
mobility pattern has assigned to the nearest group and further mobility patterns within
the same group have a high degree of similarity, so the best matched rules of the
current path are always found, even when k increases. Moreover, reducing the recall
as k increases suggest that using personal profile to predict his future locations will
return no-predictions and thus affect prediction accuracy if he is a new user or his
current paths are novel. Therefore, it is necessary to group mobility behaviors of
mobile users according to their similarity for reducing the probability of having some
no-prediction cases.
As another results of this experiment, reducing the time cost of computation as k
increases implies that we should classify the set of mobility patterns into as many
groups as possible such that the prediction accuracy is still guaranteed. In this
experiment, the best value of k is 5, which is the same as the number of movement
groups of the dataset DS500.
4.2

Comparing with Prediction Models based on Personal Profile

The question now is that whether or not using group mobility behaviors to predict
future movement. In order to answer this question, we perform two prediction
approaches:
-

Case 1: The prediction model based on group mobility behaviors
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- Case 2: The prediction model based on individual mobility behaviors [8, 10]
For generating dataset of Case 2, we randomly select 50 trajectories with label 1
from the dataset DS500 to create a set of trajectories of the same mobile user and
name DS50. In Case 1, we also use DS500 and fix the number of clusters at 5. For
comparing the prediction accuracy of two approaches with respect to both precision
and recall, we use the test set TS10 and obtain experimental results as in Figure 4.
The prediction accuracy in the case based on group mobility behaviors is always
better than that in the case based on individual mobility behaviors. This is because
that if the current path is novel, Case 2 will return no-prediction whereas Case 1 may
return correct prediction. In addition, Case 1 and Case 2 will have the same results
with movements on old paths due to the similar mobility patterns have been classified
into the same group.

Fig. 4. The difference of prediction accuracy between the two models

In conclusion, we can say that group mobility behaviors may facilitate the
predicting future locations of new users or ones with movements on novel paths and
further contribute considerably to the improvement in prediction accuracy.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for predicting future movement of
mobile users in wide WLANs, which is based on clustering technique for group
behaviors. The proposed approach may deal with the lack of information on personal
profile which is the drawback of making use of conventional prediction techniques.
We first discover mobility rules from multiple users whose mobility behaviors are
similar to each other. And then, we make use of mobility rules derived from the
movement group to which the current path belongs for predicting the next point-ofattachments of users. In order to demonstrate the necessity and effectiveness of the
proposed approach, we have conducted experiments to evaluate the approach with
respect to both precision and recall measures as well as to compare the approach with
the model based on individual mobility behaviors. We are currently constructing a
real life dataset which is collected from campus-wide WLAN of Dartmouth College
to verify the efficacy of the proposed approach. Moreover, such the real dataset
enable us to compare the proposed approach with other ones which are also based on
group mobility behaviors. These research results will be presented in our future work.
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